
Data Analytics
REPORT SUMMARY

Wholesalers are sitting on large amounts of  data and need the ability to fully analyze it and act upon it. However, technological 
solutions are either out of  reach of  the wholesaler, cannot interact with legacy systems, or do not provide the features that
wholesalers need. 

IMPLICATIONS
• Data availability growing at explosive rate and will allow 

carriers to provide better products
• Increasing ability to obtain data from public and private  

external data sources, including via the cloud; expands 
accessibility to data and maximizes the benefit of aggregating

• Data variety and diversity push the traditional database 
models, raising interest in new data management approaches

• Legacy IT systems are too rigid for big data; firms will need 
to invest in advanced systems, enabling predictive analytics –
a key tool in the data scientist’s toolkit

• Aggregating data requires skill not found in all organizations; 
having data and analyzing data are two distinct efforts

• Performance indicators and sales process analytics will show 
more about underwriter performance and compliance, 
profitability, book diversity, and production numbers

• Firms using big data and analytics show productivity rates 
and profitability 5-6% higher than peers

HEAT MAP RESULTS

MONITORING Probability of Impact
MONITORING Severity of Impact
MONITORING until Impact on Industry

OPPORTUNITIES
• Carriers can incorporate data from many sources they may not be 

currently using to maximize the benefit of aggregating data
• Can improve customer service, more efficiently price premiums and 

prevents insurance fraud
• More thorough risk analysis and underwriting; potential to smooth 

out market cycles
• Improved risk assessment, selection, and can drive higher ultimate 

profitability
• Attracting clients within the most profitable combos of characteristics 

and avoiding clients with least profitable combos bring sustainable 
competitive advantage

• Increasing the quantity and quality of sales leads, improving 
prospecting list accuracy, territory planning, win rates and decision 
maker engagement strategies

• Analytics can enhance customer service to create demand and build 
loyalty

• Insurers can use data analytics to identify fraud and use text analytics 
to identify words, phrases and scenarios which typically lead to a 
subrogation case; will help to recover losses

THREATS
• Data security, data privacy, costs, and bad analytics perils must be 

addressed; regulatory environment presents challenges
• Delay in making the decision to launch big data analytics is critical
• Availability of resources in the local area to lead and run such big data 

projects; finding a set of tools to efficiently generate value
• Financial requirements to establish and maintain big data and 

analytics can place smaller firms at competitive disadvantage
• Opportunity cost can be high; not acting on big data could be 

millions of dollars
• Improper, incomplete or incorrect analysis could put pressures on 

firm’s ability to survive
• Legacy data and systems create issues, costs, complexities and other 

issues that impact big data initiatives
• Increasing pressure on traditional insurers to keep pace and develop 

new systems
• Big data that determine which clients are profitable to insurance 

could harm those who really need insurance
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IMPLICATIONS
• Insurance companies, as well as employers, 

are collecting increasingly personal 
information about their employees and 
clients. The expanded data can be used to 
protect or inform business decisions but 
could also create privacy concerns.

• Pre-COVID-19 data sets may be suddenly 
out of  date or in need of  major updates.

OPPORTUNITIES
• Insurers can partner with global Big Data 

companies and learn from each other as the 
demand for both increases.

• COVID-19 has created a high demand, low 
supply environment in the insurance 
marketplace, which presents opportunity 
for new capital to enter the marketplace.

• Claims are being adjusted remotely using 
digital technology, which accelerates the 
capture of  loss-specific data into large 
digital datasets.

THREATS
• Not all brokers or insurers were prepared for 

the sudden shift to a remote work 
environment. Their focus on this may delay 
some big data projects.

• State regulatory may use the desire for more 
COVID-19 related data reporting to impose 
data reporting requirements on surplus lines 
insurers in the future.

• The rise in digital interaction has the potential 
to make the customer more aware of  the 
amount of  data being gathered and, 
consequently, more concerned.
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